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1.
INT. LAW LIBRARY - NIGHT
Chuck, bleary eyed, looks over the mass of paperwork
before him. He takes a weary breath and looks up at the
large clock above the library's entrance door. 1:55.
He gathers his papers and stuffs them into his case,
glances at the assorted books he's spread across the
large table. He quickly gathers them and drops them into
a nearby empty book trolley. He opens his case, rips a
blank sheet of legal paper from a pad.
INSERT - A hand slams a sheet of legal paper onto the
pile of books on the trolley. In large letters is
written: SORRY! A $10 bill is paper-clipped to the sheet.
As Chuck moves in an exhausted, yet deliberate pace
toward the front door the clock above him reads: 1:58.
Suddenly a SHAPE CRASHES into
across the floor. Chuck turns
half sprawled across him. She
stares seriously, then breaks
exhaustion could elicit.

Chuck, spreading papers
his head and finds JESSICA
snaps her head at him,
into a GIGGLE that only

JESSICA
Oh my god, was that me?
Chuck's instinctive confusion, anger and exhaustion give
way to an equally goofy laugh.
CHUCK
I'm gonna say yeah.
Jessica moves to start collecting papers, loopy from
fatigue. Chuck helps her.
JESSICA
I'm so sorry. I, I didn't think anyone
was even still here.
She pauses momentarily and stares at him suddenly
serious.
JESSICA (CONT’D)
I can pay you back for the coffee.
Her serious demeanor suddenly breaks into a goofy grin as
peals of laughter escape her despite her best attempts to
be serious.
JESSICA (CONT’D)
Oh my god, I'm so tired!
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CHUCK
Hey, no blood no foul. I'm not bleeding
am I?
He shows a silly, semi-serious face. Jessica is
apparently unable to control her silliness.
JESSICA
Oh my god, you're so stupid!
CHUCK
I'll take that as a "no."
(looks her up and down)
You gonna be okay?
She tries hard to pull herself together, but she is drunk
with fatigue.
JESSICA
Yes. Yes, I am. Thank you sir for your...
Concern?

CHUCK

JESSICA
Yes, that is the word that I want to use
right now.
CHUCK
You probably should get some sleep,
Jessica.
JESSICA
I probably should get some sleep,
counselor. Wait! You know my name? How do
you know my name?
CHUCK
It's called due diligence, your honor.
And the stack of emails you have printed
out.
He hands her the last few papers he had collected.
JESSICA
Ohhh... burn!!
CHUCK
(turning)
Good night... counselor.
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EXT. LAW LIBRARY - NIGHT
The large doors close behind Chuck as he slings his case
across his back. He moves down the stairs toward the
vast, mostly empty parking lot as a Metro Bus pulls away.
He turns at the bottom of the stairs toward a set of bike
racks, a goofy smile still on his lips.
Suddenly Chuck's expression changes as he quickens his
pace. Looking down he stares at a long chain, cut and
half-wrapped around one of the racks.
Oh, come on!

CHUCK

EXT. LAW LIBRARY - LATER
Her small silhouette is dwarfed by the immense back-lit
entrance as Jessica exits the building. She turns the
corner of the stairs and finds Chuck alternately looking
up at the bus sign and down at his phone.
JESSICA
Goodnight, Iron Man.
CHUCK
(turning)
Oh. Um, yeah, good night.
Jessica starts to cross toward the parking lot. She stops
in the middle of the street and turns.
JESSICA
Are you okay?
CHUCK
Do you know how often the buses run?
My... bike... I can't even get Uber.
JESSICA
Once an hour.
Great.

CHUCK

JESSICA
Except on weekends. Then it's every two
hours. Theoretically.
CHUCK
It wasn't even a great bike!
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Jessica takes a beat and looks him up and down.
Finally...
Fine.

JESSICA

She turns and starts to walk toward the parking lot. She
stops and looks back.
JESSICA (CONT’D)
The bus is leaving now.
CHUCK
Really? Oh, that would be amazing.
JESSICA
Just don't... I'm too tired to deal so if
you try to pull a Ted Bundy I swear to
god I'll stab you in the heart.
They pause and look at each other suddenly serious gauging each others intentions. A beat then, as if on
cue, they both erupt into a childish giggle.
JESSICA (CONT’D)
(through her laughter)
Don't laugh at me! I could totally stab
you in the heart!
INT. COURTHOUSE - DAY
PAMELA moves with the force of her personality down a
hallway as Chuck tries to juggle keeping up with her
while pulling documents from his case.
PAMELA
And if he gives you any push-back call
Drake. Or better yet take care of it
yourself. Got to pop your cherry
sometime.
CHUCK
No, that's - I'll take care of it.
A courtroom door ahead of them opens and a tall, serious
man exits followed by JESSICA. Chuck's eyes flash. Pamela
notices the look in Chuck's eyes.
PAMELA
Easy fan-boy. Don't forget - he's the
enemy.
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